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NEW MEXICO LOBO

WANT ADS
1)

PERSONALS

NJ~W

F'ACULTY member tlesir~ furnished
2 or 3 bdrm. house or ro.pt. for July &
Augutit. Uall colle(~t or write: Dr. Holwrt
R. Hehdor, 404 Gram ille Rd., Chnllt•l Hill,
No. Carolina. Homet1honc: area code 019,
929-5273.

BETTY: I'm look.-:in~g----:f~or~w-a~rd:"-~ ~tl~l~-dn-',1

when we can meet n.s .,!riend.su and
ehgage in n progressive anrl lasting relationship. P~ul. P.S. Say hi to Barb for me.
FHEE-PAR'l' COYOTE PUPS--Malumute
Huskies & Shepherd combination~ Medium
size. Come see their parents. Good with
kids. 898-1508, evenings preferred.

2}

LOST & FOUND

STUDENT ID eards found. Nos. 585-364641, Mosier & 686-22-8017, Ramirer..
Claim at rm. 159, Journalism Bldg.
FOUND: Men's g]n.sscs w/b]ack frames, in
tree near ATt Annex~ Owner may claim
at Rm. 159_, .Journalism Bldg.
LOST: Large PUPP'.I--orange with black
face. baby teeth, chain collar. M. Fry.
242-7053.

3)

SERVICES

PRECISION MOTOR SERVICE. Expert
tuning and repairs on YW, Porsche
BMW. New Mexico's only factory certified Porsche mechanic. Call 243-2049.

4)

FOR RENT

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT- Summer
sublet for om:. Privacy-walk to campus,
50./mo. References required. Te1 242..
8127, preferably before 8 :SO p.m.
SUMMER RENTAL, around June 16. 3
bdrm. house near campus. Furnished, inc.
water and eleetricicy. Call 842-8405 after
five.
ETHNIC ADOBE. NW valle'.l, Sublet, $50/
mo • .Tune--Aug. 344-0660 evenings.
4 BEDROOM, 1% bath, tmfurnished. Near
schools" $125 month lease. Northeast
height.. 345-M16 evenings.
CHAPARRAL APARTMENTS-I bdrm.
furnished, no pets, close to UNM. 521
Spruce SE. 842-1864.
CASA LA PAZ--1 bdrm. fnroished, married stndents. No pets. 2 blks from
UNM. 1706 Silver SE 242-6725.

FOR SALE

5)

AM-FM STEREO Multiplrot Receiver-45
watt Herald has many extra. features. 9
mo. old. Must sell now-make offer. Call
Rick 277-2352 or 255-5740 aftsr 6 p.m.
FOR SALE: 3 wheeled mail cart. 1960
Wcstcoaster just overhauled. in excellent
shape, $175 or best'o!Ier. 296-5932.
1967 HONDA CB 160, $300. 268-2336 before

noon.

'67 NORELCO CORDLESS SHAVER w/
cord, trimmer & case. Have beard. $14,
call James 277-2968.
NORTON P-11, 750cr., 60 hp. Twin concentrica. A fine machine on or olf. the
road. Cnll Mike 242-2300.
200cc MOTOR SCOOTER. Cal! 277-5320 or
277-6203 and make .t\n offer.
PUPPIES now available from IcefloeTbe home of the extra large Malamutes.
Stnd service. 298-6112.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: a business manager lor the
1970 Mirage. Should be bnsiness major
willing to work hard. Please apply to
room 159, Student Publications or through
campus maiL A challenge in selling.
SECRETARY WANTED. Full time. Close
to campus. Start working as ap. Call 2431771, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
WANTED: SALESGffiLS for cosmetics
company. Earn as much as you want.
30-40% commiasion on all sales. For information call 242-9555.

to work through lunch
11-2. Countzy Barn 2400 Central SE.

MALE STUDENT

· . · ·.

Ji~;~~~-~~~B~~ l]
r-----,-~.--··---~-:----,....,~---. --~---

Visiting Scholm
Dr. Dietrich Fliedner will be an
American Council of I,€arned Societies Visiting scholar for the
academic year 1969-70 at UNM.
Fliedner is currently at University Dozent at George-August
University, Gottingen, Germany.
lllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllill1

Calling U
Wednesda',l, Mzy 21
Poetry reading by Larry Goode1l: University of Albuquerque; Union ballroom; 8 p.m.
Business Administration Students Association election~ business administration
building rnn11: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Chorus and orchestra concert; 8:15p.m.;
Popejoy Hall; $1.50 for adults, $1 for students.
Sandia Grotto meeting; for election of
officers, slide show; 7:30 p.m.: Room 250-E·:
Union.
Thursday, May 22
Stndent Recital; Recital Hall; 2:30p.m.;
no charge.
Dr. William Kass: speaking on 11 The
Dilfnsion and Solubilicy of H',/drogen and
Deuterium in Nickel and Platinum; Chemistr'.l Building; Room 101; 4:30 p.m.
Dr.. Michael Montgomery: speaking on
"Solar Wind Plasma Observations: V e1a.
4;" Physics Building; Room 184.

---:---:--:--...-,-.~-·~~1

H0 will be te:J.dlin:.~ geography.
F!il•dner v;ill study the Spanish
villages of northern New Mexico
in association with the geography
department, and he will work with
graduate anthropology students.
In studying the Spanish villages, Fliedner hopes to determine
the changes they have undergone
since the 1680 revolt. He also
hopes to reconstruct the cultural
landscape of the area around
1800, and then to look at the early
20th century, before the area had
become a to=ist center.

able.

TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest and entire West. Good salaries. Free registra ..
tion ]leriod~ Southwest Teachers Agency,
1303 Central N.E., Albuquerque.
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We are hiring students who are int;t;rested in ful~ time sumJ11er
employment: Those hirerl '~ill have the oppor~mty !.o c9ntmue
employment on a part tilll.e basis next faU. AU ]!jibs w1ll give you
tremendous experience for your ne:!-'t scluool :;:emester regardless
of yo= field.

1. Salary range of $450-500 monthly, for those who qualify.
2. Opportunity to work for one of the largest companies in it.s

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

field.
3. Opportunity to advance to management positbns thrn the
summer.
4. $15,000 in cash scholarships.
5. $25,000 in merchandise prize;:.
6. A trip to the Bahamas and aroWlld the worid to those who
excel.

QUALIFICATIONS
2. Ability to converse intelligently
L Neat in appearance
3. Willingness to work hard

"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

Call Mr. Bond from 9:00 AJ)L til2:1l!l P.M. for an interview after
completion of finals. 242-16!19

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147

CIVIL,
ELECTRICAL,
MECHANICAL
AND
AIR-POLLUTION
CONTROL
ENGINEERS

You

Help

BRil'ALan4
fORMAL
WeAR

$·.i'tJOHN

SUllfl\ifER JOBS
t;OLLEGE
1\'IEN & WOThiEN

'WE OFFER:

Friday, May 23
Party for Dr. Julius Blum; hcstsd by Dr.
and Mrs. L. H. Koopmans.
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE: I would
like to talk to Freshmen and Sophomore
men about fu11-time employment out of
state this summer. Applicants must; be
good students, hard-working and honest.
A>·erage earmngs: $1500-$2000. For interview call Dave Ratcliff at 265-6093
between 7 & 9 p.m.. Four positions avail ..
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New York City- a city of constant challenge- offers a variety of
opportunities for Engineers who would enjoy a demanding career,
that is personally rewarding_
Engineering careers with the City of New Yorlt offer excellent opportunities for advancement and better salaries than e\•er before.
But real job satisfaction can come from helping to improve life for
over eight million people in the greatest city in the world.
For the Engineer this means helping to p]an and construct new
schools, hospitals, subways, bridges and miles of new highways; to
devise lower cost housing; to eliminate air & water pollution; :and
to plan & implement sanitary engineering programs. This means
you will be participating in programs of essential public service as
well as great professional challenge.
These are just some of the many exciting projects open to you .as
a City Engineer. Nowhere else, will you find greater opportunities
for such valuable experience to broaden your specialty.

;

Immediate openings are now available in many of our City :agencies
for trainee, junior and assistant level Engineers.

·~··~·~·
~

..... • •

•

,June graduates will be hired as Junior Engineers. Student.s r&eiving degrees in June, 1970 can be hired this summer as Engineer
trainees - and then take leave of absence to return to school fm·
degree.
WHERE YOU liSTEN
BEFORE YOU BUY

~~~~~ltl~~'ttll~
The area's most complete stereo music center

WfNROCK CENTER

A DIVISION OF

lwzj

Recco,

INC.

At Farmington, Alamogordo,
Hobbs, and Roswell, new junior
colleges or branch colleges have
gone into operation. The number
of UNM freshmen from those
four areas was less in fall 1968
than in fall 1967. "Community
colleges," McGregor said, "are
killing us."
McDonald thinks the poem controversy will affect next fall's enrollment. "Next fall, we might
hold or increase our enrollment,
but the increase would have been
greater without the poem."
McDonald said three issues
might affect next fall's freshman
enrollment: (1) Last year's Stokely Carmichael incident (2) the

a

ass

J. C. MacGregor
. . "We'Il be lucky if
we have an increase·."

poem, and (3) women's domitory
curfew hours.
Several mothers wanted such
hours for their daughters living
in the dormitories, McDonald
said. He added that most of the
angry reaction he has heard to
the poem seemed to come from
parents with daughters who might
come to UNM.
Next fall, there may be a decrease in the number of freshmen
from the traditionally conservative southeastern part of the
state. At senior day at New Mexico Junior College in Hobbs, the
UNM representative expected to
talk to between 30 and 40 students. Only one student stopped
by, MacGregor said.

"We'll be lucky if we have an
increase. Parents may wait to see
what comes out of the legislative
investigation," he said.
However, l'eaction to the poem
outside Albuquerque will be difficult to measure. On the one hand,
the controversy has produced a
record number of indignant letters to both the governor and the
university. On the other hand, if
there is a decrease in freshman
enrollment next fall, it might be
due to the new junior colleges.
Also, inflation, higher taxes, and
a lethargic state economy may
prevent many parents from sending their children to UNM.
Counselors from six Albuquerque high schools report that the

number of college applications to
institutions outside New Mexico
is down. Some counselors blame
the financial squeeze.
Of counselors consulted, all reported little ang1•y or hostile reaction at their schools which
might indicate a possible drop in
UNM's freshman enrollment. Albuquerque supplies more than
half of UNM's total enrollment.
Next fall, freshman enrollment
from Albuquerque will probably
not be siguificantly less than last
fall. McDonald said, "More and
more Albuquerque students are
coming to UNM."
McDonald said that, of the fall
1968 freshman applicants, about
150 had been in top five per cent
of their high school graduating
class. About 350 of the applying
freshmen for next fall were in
the top five pe1• cent of their class.
In other words, the quality of
enrolling freshmen seems to be
improving. McDonald said that
even in conservative sections of
New Mexico UNM is getting applications from the top students
in those areas.
There probably won't be a large
freshmen increase if there is an
increase at all. McDonald said,
"The number of seniors graduating from high schools in New
Mexico has not increased over
last year."
But even if there isn't an increase, neither MacGregor or McDonald seem to anticipate a large
drop in next fall's freshman enrollment.
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Nobel Prize Winner To Highlight Lectures

·...
.

But the Carmichael incident appears to have been only one of
several factors causing the lessthan-expected enrollment last fall.
MacGregor and Lavon McDonald, in charge of scholarships,
both felt that new branch and
junior colleges in New Mexico
were the principal reasons for
last fall's freshman enrollment
drop.

Lavon McDonald
"Community colleges
are killing us."

Vol. 72
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AVAILAB.LE NOW

By STEVE LAPRADE
The "Love Lust" poem controversy will affect freshman enrollment next fall at the University
of New Mexico, several UNM
officials agree. But they also feel
the effect probably won't be as
great as many anticipate.
On the one hand, officials say
the poem will influence parental
decisions on whether or not certain high school seniors will be
permitted to go to UNM. On the
other hand, there is evidence that
the number of honor students
coming to UNM next fall will
more than double the nUmber that
came last fall.
Last year freshman enrollment
was less than expected. UNM Admissions Director J. C. MacGregor said the university had expected an increase of about six
per cent over the previous fall.
Instead there was a drop in freshman enrollment of 58 students.
It was felt by some that this
decrease was caused by an angry
reaction to the invitation Stokely
Carmichael received to speak at
UNM in spring 1968. So when the
poem incident occurred, some
feared an even larger drop in
freshman enrollment.

ect
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New York City is, of course, an Equal Opportunity I<:mpUoyer.
Please write or call and we will send you full details.

RECRUITMENT DIVISION, DEPT. C-71
STARTING SAI,ARIES
TRAINEE
$1,100 A YEAR
JUNIOR
$9,100 A YEAR
ASSISTANT $10,800 A YJoJAR

NEW YORK CITY
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEl
220 Church St .., NYC 10023
(212) 566-8700

Dr. Hans A. Bethe, 1967 winner of theN obel Prize for physics,
will be one of six speakers during the UNM summer session's
"Lecture Under the Stars" series.
Dr. Bethe, who headed the theoretical-physics division at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory
from 1943 to 1946, will speak
July 28 on "Energy Production in
Stars."
The series of free public lectures is held on the lawn in front
of the Administration Building.
Other speakers will be Dr. Dieter
Schulz, speaking June 23 on "The
Role of the Indian and the White
Man in American Fiction;" Dr.
Burton Henry, June 30, "Educa-

tion and the Urban Scene;" Dr.
Angus Ross, July 7, "Violence in
American and British Writing;"
D. Harper Simms, July 14, "Our
Big Little, Sad Little War with
Geronimo;" and Dr. Odd T.
Grande, July 21, "Contrast in Social Change from Three Comers of
the World"(Afghanistan, Norway
and the U.S.).
From Nobel Work
Dr. Bethe's lecture is based on
the same work for which he received the Nobel Prize, It cited
"his contributions to the theory
of nuclear reactions, especially
his discoveries concerning energy
production of stars."
Following the rise of Hitler, Dr.

Student Decrease Figured
I=or Saturday's Registration
Campus life begins again at
UNM after a one week holiday.
Classes resume for the summer
session on Monday, June 16.
Dr. M. H. McMichael, director
of the Summer Session, said more
than 5,000 students are expected
to enroll. He said last summer's
enrollment was around 5,400.
Since a number of these students will be new to the campus,
he said, a new student orientation
session in the theater of the Union is planned for 9 a.m. today,
A regular faculty of 175 members will be augmented by the
addition of 26 guest instr_uctors
for the summer.
Registration is set for Sat.urday from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
with students reporting to their
college offices at the time indicated
on their registration slips. After

a brief advisement period, the
students will go to Johnson Gymnasium for registration.
In a d d i t i o n to the regular
courses available, the university
is offering 32 workshop and short
courses. The college of education
is offering workshops in fields
ranging from art . education to
intercultural relations to the
teaching of reading. Other areas
covered by the workshop are
Spanish,· sociology and music education.
Most general courses in the
various departments of study are
being offered in the summer program with a large amount of
advanced course work also available. Interested persons should
consult the Summer Session Bulletin available at the Division of
Community Services, 805 Yale
N.E., for further details.

Bethe was dismissed from the
University of Tubingen and came
to the U.S. in 1935. Three years
later he and Charles Critchfield
proposed the so-called "protonproton" process as an explanation
of the source of stellar energy.
His work at Los Alamos was
instrumental in developing the
atomic bomb. During the following decade he was a leader in the
movement toward anns controls.
He headed the Presidential Study
ofDisarmament in 1958 and was
a member of the U.S. delegation
to the 1958-59 Geneva discussions
on discontinuance of nuclear
weapons tests.
Besides the Nobel Prize, his
work has earned him the Max
Planck medal in 1955 and the
Atomic Energy Commission's Enrico Fermi award in 1961.
Dr. Schulz, a Max Kade fellow
at Yale during the past year, will
also be a visiting professor at
UNM during the swnmer. He is
a specialist in American and English fiction of the Ia te 18th and
middle 19th centuries, with an
emphasis on the romantic tradition.
Another visiting summer professor at UNM, Dr. Henry has
more than 30 years experience in
education and has been involved
in numerous intercultural relations projects. He is a professor
of education at UCLA, has been
an OEO consultant for four years,
and was director of an Intercultural Relations Workshop at
UNM two years ago.
Teaches at Sussex
Dr. Ross is a reader in English
at the University of Sussex,
where he has taught since it was
founded in 1961. He has taught at
other British schools, in Jamaica,
and has been visiting professor
at Columbia University, the Uni-

versity o" Rochester and th University of California. He will be
a visiting professor at UNM this
summer.
Simms, an Albuquerquea.n, retired last year after 33 years
with the Soil Conservation Service. He was born in Alamogordo
when his father was the trading
post operator and his grandfather
a missionary on the Mesealero
Apache reservation. The family
later lived on the Jicarilla Apache
reservation for many years. His
close contact with the Apache
people led to a life-long interest
in their Western history and was

, ..
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editor of "Coral Dust," a western
history periodical.
Dr. Grande, a Norwegian, has
been a visiting associate professor at UNM since last September.
Praviously, he was on the faculty at Cornell Univt;Jrsity, and
has been a guest lecturer at several universities in the U.S. and
other countries. He has workelfi
for the UN, UNICEF, FAO and
OECD. He spent about two years
in Asia, most of the time as an
advisor to the government of
Afghanistan on rural and regional
development and long-range planning.

;
p·

'Mktia&J
ONLY CREATOR KNOWS FOR SURE: Art Professor Emeritus
Raymond Jonson stands in front of one painting now on exhibit in Jonson Gallery. Exhibit ending August 29 represents one painting from
each of Jonson's last 2(} years.
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lications of th<> Associated Students of
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"Poem To Affect Fall Class." Now on
the face of it, this would seem to be a
strong story. Reading further into the
columns of type, one finds this isn't quite
the case. The second sentence states what
we most clearly second, "But they also feel
the effect probably won't be as great as
many anticipate."
'l'he case of the "Love Lust" Poem Controversy affecting next fall's enrollment
reminded us of the notorious on-the-onehand this and on-the-other-hand that type
of reporting. In other words, this isn't the
most delightful kind of situation to fall
into-particularly when your subject is
~several months old.
Howsomever, the subject permits speculation, and speculation by a newspaper is
almost too hard to resist. Reflecting on last
semester's hottest issue at UNM, we recall
the downtown papers displayed fairly unbiased stories, the downstate papers didn't,
the upstate papers were a bit less damning,
and The Lobo was the most liberal of all.
Speculation first arises on questioning
whether parental decisions (yea or nea) to
send their children to UNM exist and in
what form. Almost certainly they do to a
certain extent. But there were also some
violent reactions to Stokely Carmichael a
year ago. And whozzat?
_, Hopefully, by this time next year, parents will be saying the same of Leonore
Kandel.
Most administrators, of course, like admitting defeat only a little more than they
take to being poked in the eye with a sharp
stick. This is why we applaud the University for invading unconquered regions to
set up its own branch college.
Dr. M. H. McMichael, director of UNM's

• • •

To The Editor:
• Disappointed in Committee
To the Editor:
I was disappointed to read that
Student Affairs Committee had
voted against the proposal to
issue athletic cards free to students who qualify as full-time in
their college or department and
issue cards at a fair discount
from actual value to all part-time
students. Since the Senate resolution which resulted in this action by Student Affairs was introduced at my request, I feel
qualified to clarify the intent of
the proposal.
The Lobo quoted Senator Carol
Lazorik that the purpose was "to
placate the graduate students"
who would qualify for free cards
under the proposal when carrying
nine hours. This is not correct.
-The proposal was formulated
after some of the ideas had been
presented by the Graduate Student Council in its recent referendum, but the purpose is to rectify an injustice being done to all
students and the proposal is not
aimed at any one group.
The request to issue free athletic cards to students considered
full-time by their college was
based on the idea that UNM participated in athletics in order to
foster sportsmunship and school
spirit and not merely as a money
making venture. If this is the
case, as it certainly should be,
then all students who participate
in the UNM community on a fulltime academic basis are entitled

•

to participate in school spirit and
sportsmanship at the games regardless of minor variations in
the criterion for full-time status
between colleges. We should be
more interested in seeing all fulltime students partake equally in
all areas of campus life and less
interested in squeezing the last
cent out of athletics.
The request to issue cards at a
discount to part-time students is
only a matter of simple justice.
Again assuming that UNM has

ASSOCIATED STlJBENTS .BOOKSTORE
~~~

J

~~~~~~~

Letters are welcome, and ohould
be no longer thnn 250 words typ,.
written, doub]e spaced. Name, tele-phone number. and address must be
included, although name win be
withheld upon request.

more interest in the ideals of
athletics than in turning a quick
profit, it seems reasonable that
students who carry, for example,
two-thirds of a full-time load and
who have thus contributed twothirds of their full share to the
UNM coffers should receive a card
by making up the remaining onethird of its true value. At present, part-time students pay 100
per cent of an arbitrarily fixed
value.
John Heide

kinson, a UNM regent. Should
the service prove worthwhile,
GSU will seek to put the service
on permanent grounds through
funds provided by student governmeut.
Students will immediately see
this as a return on their activity
fees. Free xeroxing is being offered to library users to increase the
dissemination of knowledge and
to help reduce the yearly damage
to periodicals and books. The facility will be located in the Zim·
merman Library basement and
any one copy of any library material may be obtained. For students interested in a rapid turnaround time and able to pay the
ten cent fee for their copying, a
Xerox 914 will be maintained in
operation on the first floor of the
library.

~~~~--~--y~~

Ground Floor New Mexico Union
Regular Hours 8:00-5:00
Closed Saturday & Sunday

Registration Hours:

~
~

~

Friday, June 13-8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Saturday, June 14-8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
........ ~~ ...........
.......

..

Or Is It?

Grad Student U. Reports
By WILLIAM TURNER
For four years now the graduate student organizations have
been relatively inactive in securing for graduate students programs and services which directly
pertain tq them.
In the past month the Graduate
Student Union, under new leadership, has been effective in securing programs and services for
graduates as well as other members of the UNM community.
Most of these services are presently on a pilot program basis to
assess their popularity and need.
The most recent service which
members of the GSU have worked
for is the free xeroxing facility
to be installed in several weeks
in Zimmerman Library. This service is also a pilot program and is
being financed by Dr. L. H. Wil-

I

~
.......

summer session, found praise for the idea
of planting a University branch north of
Albuquerque between Espanola, a small
regional agricultural and recreational trade
center; Los Alamos, the nation's atomic
city; and Santa Fe, the capital of the state.
"The branch college will probably be
located within a thirty mile radius of the
three cities," said McMichael. "We think
it will help all three of these communities
and all the smaller communities therein.
Those would be Pojoaque, Pecos, Ojo Caliente, Penasco, and the Indian pueblos
Nambe, San Ildefonso, San Juan, Santa
Clara and Tesuque."
It's also likely the branch college will
help UNM just as much. Of course, this
isn't as much of a dream as some might
think. If you had acknowledged five years
ago that UNM would "need" another arm
to take care of added enrollment, some
folks might have given you a sympathetic
smile and pointed you in the direction of
the zoo. No such actions now.
In fact, with the invasion of southern
and parts of northern New Mexico by the
junior and community colleges, UNM now
finds it highly necessary to expand its Albuquerque setup. "Community colleges,"
says Lavon McDonald, in charge of scholarships, "are killing us."
Maybe so. New branch colleges and
junior and community colleges have begun
academic operations in Farmington, Alamogordo, Hobbs and Roswell. Still neither
McDonald nor J. C. MacGregor, admissions
director, seem to feel there will be that
noticeable a drop in next year's enrollment.
The parents may not agree. Especially
in southeastern New Mexico. At least for
now, only the state's "professional" speculators know for sure.

PageS

campus map courtesy of
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On the One Hand

. A Strong Story
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"It became necessary to destroy Santa Barbara
channel to save it."

by Conrad
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Sharp Edge Still Keen
ByBILLPIKE
A writer's autobiography is not
as interesting as his other work.
It is often turned out as matterof-course. After 'Iaving gotten
them off their chests authors go
on to other and more serious
things. This is certainly the case
with Edmund Wilson's recent
autobiography and to some extent
V. S. Pritchett's. They are very
selective in what they choose to
tell or they have bad memories.
Maybe both. They have written
of their youths at an age when
something as fragile as youth is
in another dimension. The sharp
edges have been worn smooth, the
whole bitter-sweet scene has been
mellowed. But this has not happened in Frank Conroy's new
book, Stop-time (New York: Dell
Books, 1969, $ .95).
Conroy's new book is simply
the finest and truest record of
anyone's life to come along in
years. He writes without using
the frills that so often marr autobiographical works. He is completely honest in both the ways he
sees others and himself.
More Than Memoir
More than a personal memoir,
Stop-time is a record of our generation, especially the 1950's. He
has much to say about this country and how it affects you when
you are young. He has travelled
widely, always consciously aware
of his awkward self and his surroundings; he attends a progressive prep school, moves with his
erratic family to a worker's community in Florida, an institution
for the feeble-minded in Connecticut, Florida again, the upper
East side of New York, Europe,
and back "horne" again. America
is a disoriented country full of
contradictions. It has tremendous
wealth but it remains always a
poor relation among nations. Conroy catches the unnerving restlessness of the country.
His family, to say the least, is
out of the ordinary. His bewildered mother is unable to exert
an influence over any of her children. Conroy's stepfather is an
aristocratic-looking idealist whose
fervid imagination constantly
dreams up wild schemes. His sister is so over-sufficient that
her life turns into a near tragedy,
The family merely exists, never
communicating.
Read Voluminously
Conroy read voluminously. He
read not for any critical understanding or to gain any philosophical point of view but merely to
escape from an insensitive, unknowing world. At one time his
collection of paperbacks mounted
to seven hundred books.
Sex takes an important part

in a book about growing up. And
thankfully the author doesn't hold
back or try to romanticize situations which become casual and
almost funny, This is not the passionate intercourse of novels in
which two people are madly in
love with each other.
Conroy's sense of humor helps
him survive. Just one example of
this is the way the chapters are
titled: "Space and a Dead Mule,"
"Shit," "A Yo-Yo Going Down,
A Mad Squirrel Coming Up,"
"Losing My Cherry," and "The
Lock On the Metro Door." He's
often put down by the world
around him but he'll be damned if
he can't find comedy during his
descent.
Written in Sequence
The book iB written in a fractured time squence. The use of
flashbacks has added immeasurably to the meaning, Intimations
of mortality strike at the author
while in a pine tree above the
sandy stretches of the Fort Lauderdale landscape and fifteen
years later driving at 90 miles.
per hour along a deserted English road. What happened years
ago adds as much entity to our
lives as what happened yesterday.
Conroy is constantly in limbo in a
hazy world.
There are a thousand experiences, a thousand people, and a
thousand emotions that meet each
of Us during one day, Yet these
things are often never recorded,
never put down for their worth
alone. Frank Conroy has seen for
all of us; he has put society and
especially the twisted educational
system in its proper place for
good or for bad.
But Conroy is never conquered
by the transient society that en·
velops him. Great distances are as
inconsequential as great happenings. You survive. You exist.
Decisions are made on the spur
of the moment, such as to run
away and later return home again
because of some inner enigmatic
reason. Conroy has held back
nothing of himself. This is the
measure of the book. What others
have thought meaningless he
has saved and used. That makes
all the difference.
You know, air conditioning may
be the thing that is hurting the
conditioning of football players;
football is not an air conditioned
game. Kids can't sleep in air-conditioned rooms, ride in air-conditioned cars, then sweat in tho
sun and play a tough contact
sport in the open air and stay
physically even. The difference is
bound to tell.
-L. R. "Dutch" Meyer
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Campus Legend of Buildings
(The number listed matches map num~erlng. the
lotter·number combination doslgnatos location by
m~p coordlnatos.)
Administration (10) ... .,,,,.,,,._ ................. 1·3
Alumni Memorial Chapol (25) .................... 1•3
Alvarado Hall (Men's Dormltof}l) (157) ..... .,, 1·8
Anthropology (II) ., .................................. ,.. 1·2
Apartmont for Marriod Studonts (!54) ........... G·S
Archltoctura (158) ..................... _., ..... _.... ., L·6
Art (105) .. .... ....... ... ... .... ........
. K·2
Art Oepartmont Crafts Annex (2) .
1·3
Art Educetlon (68) . ,, ,............................... 1·6
Automotlva Building (251) ............ . .. ,_ ...... 0·3

::~ ,~n

: : .- : : : :..· . ·: l:~<l>

Bandelier Holl (Dopartmontal Offices) (16) .... 1·2
Dlo(ogy (Castoltor Hall) (21) ....... ..... ... ... K;4
Business Admlnlstralion·lnstltute for Social
Rosoarch and Development (76) .
H·5
Carllslo Gym no slum (4) ......... ........
,., . H
Chemical Englneorlng (Ill) .. ,_, ............ ,.,. 1·2
Chomistry (Ciork Hall) (22)
.... ,. .. J·3
Civil Engln,.rlng (117) .,.,,, ................. ,, 1·2
Civil Englneorlng "Rosoarch Laboratory (106) .. J·2

1'.

LJ

3

\

Commons (77) ..... _ . .. .. -..... '"···-······ .. . ... H·B
Continuing Education (254) ...................... _.. ,. F·4
Coronado Hall (Mon's Oormltof}l) (155) ......... J.a
Dormitory (74) ....................... -.................. H·7
Dormitory (75) ........... _............. .,, ............ H·7
Drama (102) .... -.... -.. ,. .... , .. ,_., . ., .. , .
K·2
Education Administration (65) ..,
........ 1·6
Education Classroom Building (57) .............. 1·5
Education Offlco Building (63) , ............. , H·5
Eishtoon·Ninetoen Roma (14) ... , , , ..
... H·4
Elghtcen·O·Five Roma (27) .................... H·3
Elghteen·Twolve los lomas (28) .............. G·3
Eighteon-Twonty.ooe, Roma (13) , ........... H·4
Eloctrlcal Enginoorlng (liB) , ................. .,. 1·2
Enginoering Shops and laboralorlos (108) . K·2
Farris Ensineorios Con tor (119) ... . . . ... . , K-2
Fino Arh Contor (62) -·· ............... , .. ..... K·5
Geology (24) ...................... -........... _........... , 1·4
Golf Course Club House (206) .......... _., ... D•S
Heating. Plant (116) . . . ..... .
.. 1·2
Hodgin Hall (103) .. .. . ... . . ... ..
.... K·2
Hokona Hall (Women's Dormitory) (58)
. H-6
Home Economics (66)
... . ..........
. . 1·6
Homo Mana<oment Houso (I 10) .
....... H·1
Industrial Arts (64) . . ...
.. . . H·G
Johnson Gymnasium (59) ,
, ....... .,_. K·6
Jonson Art Gallery (152) . .... .... . .. .. , .......... G·4
Journollsm (115) ........ , ............................ K·3

7
·-

.

Kiva (69) ...
... 1-&
KNME-TV (15) ....... .
H·3
KNME-TV Studio (250)
... B·3
Low (Oration Hall (153)
... C·6
law (Bratton Hoi!) (!7)
H·5
Lecture Hall (6) ···-· ..
........ ·- l·2
library. Zimmerman (53) ....... ..
.. 1·5
Manzanita Canter (Elucatlonal
Laboretof}l) (70) .. ..
.
. 1·6
Marron Hall (Oepart~ental Offices) (9)
K·3
Mechanical Englneerng (107)
1·2
Medicine. Schoof of
Basic Medical Sciences (211)
F·6
Clinical Psychlatf/ (210) .
. 0·6
library of Medical Soiencos (201)
F·7
Medical Science ~epartmonlal
Building (202)
E·7
Medical Scionce 111torlm
Facllltieo (209) ..
E·6
Medical Science hterlm
Fncllitlas (212) ..
, ....
E·7
Mosa Vista Half (Mer's Dormitory
and Deparlmontol Officos) (56) .
J-6
IAitchell Hall (Ciassnoms) (23) .
1·3
'Naval Science (151)
... 0·4
Now Mexico Rahablllbtlon Center (203)
0·6
Now Mexico Union (6l) ................. .
J.5
Ninetoon·O·One Los lomas (159)
G·4

. :9

.

Nucleor Engineering laboratory (121)
. K·2
Onate Hall (Mon's Dormitory) (156) .. . ..... 1·9
Ortega Half (Modern and Classical
Languages) (8) . . . . . .. ...
. ..... 1·3
Parsons Hall (3) . , ..
........... J•3
Pharm!Cy (19) .. ...... .. . .,
........... J.J
Physlcs·Astronomy (207) .
... G·S
Popejoy Hall (72) .. .
......... K·5
President's Home (51)
H·4
Public Information (I)
... ,. K·3
Research Center (153)
G·B
Rille Range (205) ..
. .....
....... . .,. F·4
Santa Ana Hall <Woman's Dormitory) (71) ..... 1·8
Santa Clara Hall (Women's Dormitory( (61)
H·7
Snra Reynolds Hall (104) ,
.... K·3
Services Building (204) ..
. ...... ··' E·3
Seventeen·Seventeen Roma (26) ..
.... H·3
Speech .(20) . ... ....... ......
.
........... H•l
Stole Public Health Laboratory (12) ... ....
l·3
Student Health Contor•Univorsity Colleg!l
and Counseling Center (73) .
. J-6
T·IO (54)
.... ... .. ...
. H·5
University Arena (302) .
.. South Campus
University Stadium (301) .. .
. . South Compus
University Theatre (Rodoy Hall) (101) ....... K·2
Veterans' Affairs (5) .
. .... , ., ...... ., j.3
Y·1 (18) ... ..
. . .......... .. . .......... , H·4
Yatoka Hall (7) ........................... ,,,._,,,.,,., 1·4
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DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Beginning Salary-$7500
TEACHERS OF SPANISH-AMERICAN

BACKGROUNDS WHO

SPEAK SPANISH ARE NEEDED IN SCHOOLS HAVING SPANISHAMERICAN POPULATIONS.
Information and applications ore available from Dr. Rose Marie Schmidt, 5057
Woodward, Detroit, Michigan 48202.

let's Get It Straight

FORCED FAITH
QUESTION: I'd like to believe in God, but my intellect won't
let me. I've even tried to force myself to believe, but I know I'm only
kidding myself. How can you have faith, if it isn't there?
ANSWER: Intelligence should be no hinderance to faith in God.
The most intelligent men have accepted the simple fact that "Out of
nothing, nothing can come," and that this world, with all its
mathematical precision of design and function, presupposes a creative and purposeful intelligence behind it.
~o!~w~=:~e G~~r!~ ~~:s:h~~ ,__p_u_r_e-ly_s_p_e_cu_l_a_ti_v_e_._W_h_a_t_G_o--:d
Impersonal Influence whom we
inspired men to record in His
word is an · authentic selfcome to know by a sort of mystic process of osmosis. He is
portrait.
a definite and personal Being
As for forced faith, it is a
who bas told men how He can
contradiction of terms, for
be known. God who made men
faith cannot be forced. It is
with the capability to love
a gift of God. "If any man
must surely love His own
will do God's will," said Christ,
creation. Certainly He would
"he shall know of the doctrine,·
not leave them in ignorance
Whether it be of God, Ol'
about Himself. That is why
whether I speak of myself."
He gave us the Bible, through
But you must seek for faith
men to whom He made Himself
on God's terms. Are you willing
to read the Gospels to learn
known by revelation over the
course of the centuries. Nojust bow to come to Him-in
where else do you find such a
repentance and willingness to
detailed and intimate picture
do His wil17 Then you will not
of God in relationship to man.
have to "force" faith. He will
Human notions of God are
bestow it on you as a gift.

COLLEGE AND CAREER
First Baptist Church 123 BROADWAY, S.E. Sunday, 9:30A.M.

r

I

HOURS
8 AM- 8 PM WEEKDAYS

9 AM-6 PM WEEKENDS
Attendant Always on Duty
With Change Available

round ..tO points a contest for the
Wolfpups.
Somogyi vs. Lloyd
Somogyi will get in his licks
this summer with a summer
league in Ridgewood Park, New
Jersey-a two league affair which
sports at least four pros and a
guy named Bob Lloyd.
"I'll try to work some on my
defense and naturally I'll keep
the edge on my shooting," he
said, "And I'll shoot on the ave~
age about 500 free throws a rlay:
Which may be one reason h1s
free throw percentage has jumped to about 90 per cent from his
lifetime 83 per cent. "Coach
Johnston first noticed I wasn't
concentrating like I should at the
line. Mainly I was taking my ~ye
off the basket. A little thing hke
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Seven UNM students and another from Princeton University
will spend the summer excavating at the Walakpa Eskimo village, 12 miles south of Point Barrow, Alaska.
The group will be led by Dennis Stanford, doctoral student in
anthropology, who headed a six
member party which tested the
site last summer.
Other UNM students leaving
with the group Wednesday are
Peter Eidenbach, Stephen Beckerman, Ed Samuelson, Ted Greiser,
Mrs. Natalie Pattison and Susan
Caplin. James Dugid, a Princeton
student who has a Ph.D. in geology, completes the party.
W alakpa is the first stratified
coastal Eskimo site which has
been located. It is at least 3,000
years old and includes most of
the major Eskimo cultural periods.
The research is finanecd by a
grant to Dr. John Campbell,
chairman of the UNM anthropology department, from the Arctic Institute of North America
and Office of Naval. Research.
This summer the group will
completely excavate at least
four houses to complete data collected during last summer's testing of the site.
Stanford is mainly interested in
the latest migration back to
Alaska from Greenland and Canada. The migration, if there actually was one, probably occurred
200 to 300 years ago.
The lower levels of the site may
also provide some insight into the
more recent migration of people
from Siberia and show ties between the Eskimos and Siberia.
The research includes the first
complete analysis of bones from
a paleolithic site in Alaska, showing the number, ages, and methods of butchering of different species. The analysis, Stanford says,
will furnish information about
food distribution, which can be
used in describing the social structure of the early Eskimos.
Stanford also hopes to survey
other sites along the Arctic. coast
east of Point Barrow. This probably will be the last summer for
research at the Walakpa site.
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BALLERINA AT WORK: Not really- it's John Somogyi shooting
off-balance for one of his many points last year on Jimmr J~lmston:s
and Ron Nelson's Wolfpup squad. Somogyi moves to the b1g t1me next
year with Bob King's varsity Lobos,

Having Problems
With Your
Curriculum

CAMPUS LAUNDRV &DLEAHING9 AM to 6 PM Weekends

247-0836

ATTENDANT ALWAYS ON DUTY
WITH CHANGE AVAILABLE!!!

Norge EQUIPPED 8 lb. dry cleaners

WE tJO IT F~ VOU AND 1;.,40

c. PLUS TA~

YOUR 1/tb LOAO15 FilE& T

or your Career?

Sportcoat
Collection
byClubman

Service

Easy access to off street parking

2106 CENTRAL S.E.

247-0836

College

Counseling

HUGE 30 LB. WASHER WILL WASH 9 x 12 SHAG RUG
ALSO 4 Large 20 LB. WASHERS ••• OUR HOT AND COLD
WATER IS SOFT, SOFT, SOFT!!!
FREE WEEKLY TELEVISION
SCHEDULES ON WED.- THURS.

CAMPUS LAUNOR'l &CLEANING-

Consult

Career

COFFEE OR ICED TEA AVAILABLE

'Flairs and
Stovepipes
· . by Levi
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Invades Ala:ska

MENS SHOP

8 AM to 8 PM Weekdays
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l:skimo Site Target of Students

that can take seven per cent off
your average·."
Somogyi was, of course, rather
highly sought as a prep prospect
from St. Peter's High School in
New Jersey. "I stopped counting
the offers at 150," he said. "I
visited here, South Carolina,
Houston, Miami of Fl~rida, the
University of Jacksonv1lle, Kansas and planned to look over BYU
and Utah State. But by that time
I had it narl'\lwed down to UNM
and Houston. I wanted to play on
an NCAA championship team and
I still believe I came to the right
place.''
No doubt Bob King hopes Somogyi is right. Even if he needs
to change Somogyi's name from
"Free-Lance" to "Long John." Or
something like tha.t.

-.~,~..

--------------~----~
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'Free Lance' Trademark
Would Slow Up Somogyi
By PETE KENDALL
John "Free-Lance" S o. m o g y i
may just learn to play defense by
next December. At least if he
wants to play college basketb!lll
for Lobo head coach Bob King,
that is.
Actually, "Free-Lance" is only
a temporary term. Under freshman coaches Jim Johnston and
Ron Nelson, Somogyi learned the
essentials. of the zone-trap, by
now a trademark of the Kingstyle of winning. However, Somogyi's background hasn't always been such.
"Back in New Jersey," he said,
"we were almost always 100 per
cent free lance with very little
defense. But that's eastern basketball. Teams like Rutgers
which the Lobos played two ye:>rs
ago in the NIT, are that way.
They'd let their all-American Bob
Lloyd put the ball up most of the
time and it would win a lot of
games for them."
As a matter of fact, one would
get the impression Somogyi could
have been a great eastern player,
the way he was able to score last
year. That's not altogether true,
however.
Didn't See UNM
. "I didn't even see Rutgers and
UNM play in that NIT two years
ago," he said. "Not tha~ I wasn't
interested-! had been mterested
in the Lobos for quite awhile. I
personally didn't think Rutgers
bad a chance in that game. New
Mexico was strong inside, had
Nelson at guard and played that
great defense, I gUess it shows
wha.t happens sometimes when you
have bad ball games."
And young John will likely
learn wha.t hapens if he plays
"bad" one·-way basketball. I'll
find myself on the bench-! know
that. I am concentrating on my
defense and I really don't think
,my height (5-lO) will botr'' that
phase of the game that much.
People like to remind me of Ron
Nelson when he came here, He
had never had to play defense
much before and was a junior college transfer. He learned to play
great defense, and I'll have three
. "
years to work on mme.
With players like Ron Nelson
going one-on-one with him in
practice, Somogyi at least knows
partially what he'll have .to. ac;complish. Needless to say, It 1sn t
offensive-his average hovered a-

-·-- -·

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
Phone! 265-8288

124 Washington

S.~.

Stanford earlier excavated a
Cody complex site in the Las
Veg-as area which is probably
about 8,000 years old. The campsite, on the W bar K Ranch, is

the only Cody site uncovered in
this area. The closest excavated
Cody complex site to it is north
of Greeley, Colo., near the Wyom.
ing state line.

BIBLE CLASSES FOR CREDIT
Summer School 1969
Christian Student Center
University of New Mexico
114 Girard N.E., Albuquerque

ACCREDITED COURSES

AT NEWMAN CENTER
Theology 125-Theology Today. Catholic and ecumenical in
scope; this course is a survey of factors influencing
current theology. leading Protestant, Catholic and
Jewish religious writers will be studied os well as
''God is Dead" theology.
3 hrs. Tih 7:00-8:20 p.m., Fr. Ryan
Theology 140-Key Christian Ideas. An adult insight into the
themes of Catholicism, covering the existence of
God, the Church, Sacraments, the Mass, etc. A
fundamental course.
3 hrs. MWF 12:30-1 :20, Fr. Barnett
Theology 267-Moral Problems Today. An analysis of pressing
moral issues, such as war and peace, racial injustice, overpopulation and maldistribution of
wealth in the light of values esteemed by western
and eastern religions.
3 hrs. MWF 12:30-1 :20, Fr. Madden

BIBLE 3367-Bible Geography.
A geographical survey of Bible lands in the light of the Scriptures and scientific research. Meets Monday through Friday,
from 3:00-3:50 p.m. at Christian Student Center.
BIBLE 1311-Genesis to Esther.
A survey of the Old Testament books of history and law. Meets
M.ondoy through Friday, from 4:00-4:50 p.m. at Christian Student Center.

Both classes begin June 16 and end on August 9. Students at
U.N.M. may take six hours of Bible as elective credit toward a
degree. The total cost for each course is $5. Call 265-4312 or
296-3013 for information. Register at first class.
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Special
Free Small Coke
with every
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MON.
TUES.
WED.
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SAT.

207 Dartmouth Dr., 'N.E.
CHOICE OF 5 ClASSES
June 16-July 28 Evening
June 17-July 29 Afternoon
June JB.July 30 Afternoon
June JS.July 30 Evening
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7:00
2:00 A
3:00 '
7:00
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Morning

9:00

t----------,
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t
Santa Fe, N.M.

COMPREHEND MORE!

983-6311

STUDY FASTER,
MORE EFFECTIVELY!

A

'
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Cloa Starts
Thur., June 19, 7:00p.m.

'

j/* IMPROVE CONCENTRATION! t
'

College of Santa Fe
Benildus Hall
Room 211
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Tuesday, Thursday, Friday)
Monday- June 16 to August 8
Morning 8:30- 11 :00
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CALL ANN OR PAM AT 265-6761

EVELYN WOOD REJDING DYNJMICS

1000's
of Basket,
Rattan & Hemp

Items

e;_.·

OVER A
~-:LLEY :;::0~~,~
A
1505 Candelaria Road, N.W.
QUARTER MILLION
'
Special Literature Enrichment
t
f
Program
A
GRADUATES SINCE 1959 ' (Four days per week· Mo'nday, '

207 Dartmouth Dr. NE, Albuquerque, N. M.
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Furniture
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June 21·Aug. 2
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Loau Supplies
Artificial Flowers
Carved Wood
Decofoted Baskets
Carved Wood
Shoppers
Toy Chests
Wind Chimes
Door Mats
Hobby Supplies
Moccasins
and more
Old Town

B ......:::..1.."
Shop
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Fourteen UNM students will
receive commissions as. Air Force
second lieutenants at a UNM ceremony next Thursday, June 18.
Lt. Gen. James E. Briggs (re-tired), former superintendent of
the Air Force Academy and commander of the Air Force Air
Training Command, will be the
speaker at 2 p.m. in the Kiva.
Two Albuquerque students have
been designated as the AFROTG
unit's Distinguished M i I it a r y.
Graduat'*l. They are John L.
Jackson and Harold W. Lavender,
Jr.
Other Albuquerque students
who will receive commissions are
Dennis E. Burton, Thomas E.
Eichhorst, Lawrence M. Evans,
Alfred L. Green Jr., John L.
Headrick, Joseph P. Hereford Jr.,
and Stephen W. James.
Other commissions will be
awarded to Stanley R. Gore, Roswell; James M. Herring, Ft. Sumner; Wayne A. Jordon, Alamogordo; Edward G. Stanke II, Santa Fe; and Walter L. Worley III,
Pampa, Tex.
Seventeen UNM students in
the Air Force ROTC program will
attend field training this summer
at five Air Force bases.
Cadets in the four-year program will spend four weeks in
training, while those entering the
two-year program will have six
weeks of instruction and training.
Students who will attend six
weeks of trainisg at Hamilton
AFB, Calif., are Walter W. Dingman, Richard J. Elder, Robert
B. King, Michael T. Krzykowski,
John N. Milligan, Charles B.
Prior, Raymond A. Snyder and
William A. Vance, all of Albuquerque; Glenn L. Williams, Roswell; Frederick B. Gervais, Minot
AFB, N.D.; and James S. Parker,
Victorville, Calif.
Kenneth G. Wilson, Gallup, will
attend four weeks of training at
Forbes AFB, Kan.
Students assigned to March
AFB, Calif., for four weeks of
training are Theodore P. Davalos,
Santa Fe, and Jesse P. Jacobs III,
Edwards, Calif.
Assigned to Myrtle Beach AFB,
S. C., for six weeks of training
are Donald A. Lobato, J. W.
Richards ·and John W. Scott, all
of Albuquerque.
Lt. Gen. Briggs, speaker at the
ceremony, began as a West Point
cadet in 1924, had a two-year assignment as an instructor in
mathematics at the Military Academy, and spent five years as an
assistant deputy chief of staff at
Air Force headquarters.
Twenty-six Navy ensigns and
five Marine second lieutenants
commissioned June 6 at a UNM
NROTC ceremony have received
orders for additional training or
to report to their first assignments.
Assignments for the new officers are:
Basic School, Marine Corps
Base, Quantico, Va.-George B.
Brown, Albuquerque; Rudolph J.
Kosits, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Kenneth
B. Levan, Aztec; James P. Morgan, University Park; and Gerald
A. Pollard, Pacheco, Calif.
Submarine School, Naval Submarine Base, New London, Groton, Conn.-George W. Ashmore,
Colton, Calif.; David J. Grandin,
Albuquerque; Robin R. Johnson,
Kenosha, Wis.; Thomas L.
Thompson Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
and Harry W. Turner, Albuquer-

\
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que.
USS Talbot-John W. Bonnett,
Glenshaw, Pa.
USS Chilton-Jonathan B. Caffey, Albuquerque.
USS Falgout - William N.
Campbell, Espanola.
Navy Nuclear Power School,
Bainbridge, Md.-Eugene R. Carlson, Estherville, Iowa; and David
A. Zerbian, Mayfield Heights,
Ohio.
Navy Nuclear Power School,
Mare Island, Calif.-Joe F. Colvin II, North Hollywood, Calif.;
Robert A. Fredricksen, Clinton,
Iowa; and Steven B. Gabriel, Sepulveda, Calif.

USS Paul Revere-Norman R.
Harris, Albuquerque.
Naval Supply School, Athens,
Ga.-James L. Heikkila, Waukegan, Ill., and George S. !son,
Albuquerque.
USS William A. Lee--Don M.
Johnson, Detroit, Mich.
USS Rich-Timothy H. Kerwin,
Las Cruces.
USS Providence -Arthur W.
Ludwig, Denver.
USS Adroit-Thomas A. McKean, Gallipolis, Ohio.
USS Forrestal-Paris E. Murphy, Albuquerque.
USS White Plains-Christopher M. Olsen, Oakland, Calif.

Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Fla.-Don B. Shuster, Jr., Albuquerque.
Commander Strike Fleet Atlantic-Kent R. Swigard, Napa,
Calif.
USS· Implicit-John W. Waddell, San Diego, Calif.
USS Chicago-Albert L. Wellman III, South Windham, Me.
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If you've got the inclination.
Let us show you watches from our selection of Accutron,
Bulova, Caravelle, Favre-Leuba and Zodiac.

The Association's Original Sound
Track Album Of "Goodbye Columbus"
on

lwl Worner Bros. -7Arts Records

6609

@Japes

Popejoy

MENAUL BLVD.,

N.E.

TELEI'HONE

(across Mcnaul from Coronado Center)

Evenings 'till 5:30-Friday night 'till 9:00

HaH

Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Present
For Your Summer Pleasure
Three Broadway Hit Musicals

KISMET-The hauntingly beautiful music of Borodin and
the 1oo 1 Nights all rolled into one delightful production.
ToNIGHT AND ToMORROW AT 8:15P.M.
AND JUNE 20, 21, 8:15P.M.,
MATINEE JUNE 22 AT 2:15P.M.

WEST SIDE STORY-Leonard Bernstein's great
hit.
JULY 18, 19, 25, 26, AT 8:15P.M.
MATINEE JULY 27 AT 2:15P.M.

PETER

PAN-Peter and the kids fly off to Never Never
Land where they meet up with the dreadful Captain Hook.
AUGUST 21, 22, 29, AT 8:15P.M.
MATINEE AuGUST 23, 24, 30, 31, AT 2:15P.M.

OLD TOWN- OFF THl;J PLAZA

~~7900

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

Harpoon Watcrpoof scri"" •.• from $89,50

Sunday _12·9 :30

Dinl

LANGELL'S

We've got the time

Open Daii.110·D!£0

L

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Prices

You Can Buy111is
If You Want To

1

We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophistic(!. ted
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree

01.0 TOWN PLAZA
Open Until 10:00 p.m.
Seven nighb o Week
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Anglos, Indians Given Head Start
By PETE KENDALL
the head start program," said began not so long ago as someIn 1968, UNM became one of those who helped plan them preUnder the Head Start Com- Hall, director of the Gallup thing of an off-shoot ()f an Ari- the institutions in the consortium dicted.
munity Action Program of the branch of the Indian Community zona_ State University project. providing technical assistance to
Want Own Kind
Office of Economic Opportunity, Action Project. "What we are try- Then, a one month Head Start the Indian Community Action
"In the ghetto areas," Hall
Calvin Hall, John D. Giesler, Ma- ing to accomplish, in essence, is Training Program for Indian Project. The UNM-ICAP Prosaid,
"its only natural for those
rilyn Black and others like them to make the Indians from the projects was presented in 1967 gram was established under the
are attempting to bring the In- northern and western New Mex- under contract from the ASU In- direction of Mrs. Marilyn Black, people to. request one of their own
dians of northern and western ico tribes into teachers by putting dian Community Action. Project. head start specialist. Dr. John D. kind to teach courses. The InNew Mexico a little closer in them through a two. year so-called A team of early childhood and Giesler still acts as the adminis- dians seem to feel the same way
touch with the Anglo-way of life associate degree program. Hope- child psychology specialists pro- trative coordinator on this cam- and I think they have a good
in the Western United States.
fully, of course, we would like to vided the resources, consultation pus and Calvin Hall at the ex- point. No Anglo, at least for
awhile, will ever completely un· · f or th e I ndi'an H ea d tension branch in Gallup.
"These programs we are offer- see them to contm' u. e on in the and t rammg
derstand
their culture no matter
ing by extension and as direct four-year program." ·
Start Programs for the Arizona
Hall is something of a go-gethow
long
that person works with
Began at ASU
State Indian Community Action ter in this area. As a student, he
university courses will develop,
them.
For
example, many of the
we hope, into a definite asset to
The Indian educational project Project from 1966 through 1968. graduated in three and one-half people in the Navajo and Zuni
--~~----------------------------~~----~----years and earned his masters in
administration at New Mexic() tribes we are educating still have
State University, specializing in a terrific language handicap. At
first, it seems to be almost overcounseling and guidance.
whelming
to them, but it's satisWhen classes begin at Gallup
fying
to
see
them learn in this
next Monday, June 16, Hall will
program."
be at home in Gallup hoping the
While Hall and others like him
programs are as successful as
are happy with what is being
done within the framework now
provided, there are problems.
"We have budget problems," he
said. "Right now, we are hoping
additional funds will be appropriated. We have enough funds
right now left over from the last
session but we don't know how
Just Across Central
long that will last us. One of the
From Campus
problems is that during the acaMakers of
demic year the courses can be
1916 Central SE
offered by extension, but during
HandMade
AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR DRIVE-IN MENU
the summer session the courses
Indian Jewelry
are taught at Gallup and Albu5301 Gibson SE - 1716 Eubank NE - 1916 Central SE - Cerrillos Rd. in Santa Fe
querque. We are hopeful that in
-oldtownthe future these courses can be
offered on camous for residents'
credit."
Degree Given
The program was first set up
to give the Indians head start
teacher aids and a two-year
training program with the twoCLIP &SAVE
year degree tacked on the end.
These Indians would then be put
back into the head start program
~~~~.._.----~
as teachers on the reservations
or in the pueblos to upgrade the
teaching
of the Indian children
ALBUQUERQUE
in the head start program.
207 Dartmouth Dr., N.E.
While Eastern New Mexico
FREE MINI-LESSONS
University at Portales is the
state contractor working with the
Educational Projects IncorporFri., June 13
ated, UNM handles the northern
and western Indian population.
7:30 p.m.
"By that," said Hall, "I mean
the Navajo, Zuni, Laguna and
Acoma at Gallup, the Santo Domingo and six Sandoval tribes in
Sat., June 14
Albuquerque. And the eight northern Pueblo tribes are handled
I0-12 a.m.-1-5 p.m.
by the people in this Albuquerque office."
The Indian program in New
Mexico is, of course, just what its
title might imply-a head start.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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ALL SEATS RESERVED-$4.oo, $3.50, $3.oo
ALL UNM STUDENTS-Yz PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

2684480
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

The writers are always crabbing about the fighters we got
now. But look at the writers. you

got now themselves.
-Doc Kearns,
GreatestofPrizefightM.anagers

Campus
Briefs

~~~~~~~~--------~

The Mall

Friday, June 13, 1969
Southern political personalities,
like sweet corn, travel badly. They
lose flavor with every hundred
yards away from the patch. By
the time they reach New York,

Pipe Shop
2262 Wyoming NE
The Mall Shopping Center

Imported Sc Domestic Pipes. Tobacco & Cigars

keeps tobacco and cigars

Sample our
Pueblo Blend Tobacco

FRESH.

at our tobacco bar.

An exhibition of more than 100
objects by UNM students opened
last Thursday in the lower gallery
of the art museum.
The entries were chosen for exhibition by Ulfert Wilke, director
of the University of Iowa Art
Museum, who also selected ~n
ners in each of seven categories.
The exhibition, which includes
work by graduate and undergraduate students, will run through
June 22.

Pipe Repair

qt!f:4

Center Gets Head

true scents in soaps, candles, aersols
candle wonderland-28 colors, 81aper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties

ljann

rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
60 yarns-1600 shades
feathers-wax-marbles
burlap-paintl>-Chenille
gold leal-dip glass-felt
prints-tissue-de coupaga
•
antiquing-beads-styrofoam
slitcheroo and springbok kits

Dr. Robert E. Norris has been
named acting director of the La':lguage and Area Center for Latm
America at UNM.
Dr. Norris, from the Uniy~r
sity of Arizona, has ~en a v:siting professor of Latm Amenc;an
history and literature, teachmg
at UNM's Andean Study and Research Center in Quito during the
Fall, 1968, semester. .
.
He will serve as actmg director
until Aug. 31, then will return to
Quito to teach in the Andean
Center.

Cnatt.!>.,

r

~ann~~

qitt~
HoffmaniGWn
Center
Wyoming at Menoul
296-8920

Neb Hill
Center
Central at Carlisle

268-6366

Van Deren Coke, chairman of
the UNM art department, is the
author of a series of articles appearing in "Creative Camera" beginning with the current June
issue.
•
The articles outline the history
of photography and the relationship between photography and
painting.
•
'l.'he first article in the magazme
published in London tells how
painters use snapshots as sources
of imagery for their paintings.
The second will show how 19th
century portrait painters often
used Brady studio likenesses ~
sources of information about thell'
subjects.

-
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brazier

.

842-9270

2300 Central SE

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

The

~~hurch

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church

·

f'rwb~ecian

Worship Service 9:30
College Supper Club
to be announced in
church bulletin
Nuroery Avuilable

a23 Copper Ave.

invites you to
Visit Us This Summer

Bible Study Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services Sun. 11 a.m., 7 p.m.

Jimi Hendrix
Simon & Garfunkel
Big Brother & Holding Co.
With Joplin
Jefferson Airplane
Ravi Shankar
Mamas and Papas
Friday
7:15 & 9:15

Saturday

in COLOR

MONTER.¥-Y POP
DON PANCHO'S

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

W"e're Open All Summer!

Youth Center

The UNM summer film series
begins Wednesday, June 18, with
Stanley Kramer's academy award
winning "High Noon."
Starring Gary Cooper and
Grace Kelly, the film has been
acclaimed the "greatest western
ever filmed!'
Friday's showing will present
the film adaptation of Joseph
Conrad's nova} "Lord Jim." It
stars Peter O'Toole and James
Mason in the leading roles.
The films will be shown at 7
and 9 p.m. in the theater of the
Union. Admission wil be 2~ cents
per person.

Sonduary

123 Broadway SE 101 Broadway NE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

NE at locust NE

University Church
of Christ
University at Gold, S.E.

242-5794
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Christian Student
Center

RATES: 'lc per word, 20 word minimum (81.40) per time run. It ad Ia to
fin or more COIUiecnt!Ye cfiUB with
no changO!! the rate fa reduced. to 6c
per ""rd ad the minimum number of
words to 10.

TERMS: P~mnent muat be made In

t1llJ prior to Insertion of advertisement.

Wed. 9:00 p.m.
Sun. 7:30 p.m.

CU....IIled Ad1'er1lalng
UNM P.O. Box 20

Albuquerque, N.H. 87106

WHEREz .Tmtrnallam Building. Room
169, aftemoona preferably or malL

Christianity is not primarily a question of what you
know but who you know!

\V
ClxJRCh

Canterbury Chapel
University & Ash, N.E.
Sun.: l 0:00 , •• Wed.: 12:30

L

t1IJl

I 14 Girard N.E.
265·4312

I)

PERSONALS

INCOMING :PROFESSOR wantdo rtm~ 3
nn house, near u.. sabbalicnl housmg
ideal 2 cnildren. Arrival ln Sept. Dr,
G. Wei.,, 4218 NE. 115th Seattle, WnBhington. 98125.

4)

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM
Spanish furniture-air
conditioning, dishwn.aher, disnosnl, Jaun.dr.Y- rcc., room. Pool. UtilitiC!J paid.
casita. Capistrano Apta., 5900 Marble
NE. 255-9384.

Enioy Our Pool, Air-conditioning,
Maid Service, The WorksRates For UNM Men & Women
$1.50/day-Meals Optional

llle College Inn
303 Ash N.E. Albuq. N.M. 87106
Telephone 243-2881

--~----------------~~-=~~====~==----------------~-------------

University Facilities

Praised

FILMED AT
THE MONTEREY INTERNATIONAL
POP FESTIVAL

6:00, 8:00 & 1 0:00

Profs l~et:urning, Says Travelstead
~

Over!}

Films Begin

iiThe:llir6t! ~fjnlteb

Vol. 72

No. 143

LIVE A LITTLE

Coke Publishes

I

NEW
MEXICO
Friday, June 20, 1969

Exhibition Open
Our walk-in humidor

-A. J. Liebling

OPEN 11 to 11

Housing Needed
The housing office at UNM
needs listing of all types of housing for faculty members and students who will be here this summer, as well as those who will
arrive this summer for longElr
times.
Owners with houses, apartments and rooms can have them
listed by contacting the housing
office in Mesa Vista Hall. The
phone number is 277-5208.

they are like Golden Bantam that
has been trucked up from Texas
-stale and unprofitable.

•

by Committee

Anthro Students
DueTo Excavate

Scant Facu~ty

New Mexico Site Won't:

Affect

A faculty of generally high as recommended by the visiting
By CASEY CHURCH
calibre, inadequate financial committee and is developing its
The 38th annual field session of
facilities-these descriptions
potential to the state, the UNM department of
The turnover of UNM faculty
characterize the findings of service
especially in the area of anthropology has begun its six
"will
probably not be any greater
Danforth Visiting Committees at recreation.
week round of activities involving
than
last
year" despite a minimal
UNM during the past two years.
60 students and ten advisors from
Dr.
Heady
said
several
<;urricular
4.5
per
cent
wage increase for the
Committees, each composed of changes have been instituted in throughout the country.
coming
year,
said Chester
from three to five distinguished the department of economics as a
This will mark the fifth season
Travelstead,
UNM
academic
scholars or specialists, have visited result of the Danforth Visitors'
the group has spent at the primary
vice·president, June 12.
ten academic departments here recommendations. And, partly in site located at Sapawe, 65 miles
Travelstead minimized the 4.5
for short periods of time to review response to their recommenda- northwest of Santa Fe,
per cent faculty wage increase
faculty and student quality, tions, three new faculty members
Under the direction of Dr.
approved by the UNM Board of
curricula, re~earch, long-range were added to that department Florence Ellis of' the UNM
Regents June 6. "All but 28 of
planning, facilities, and operating this year.
department of anthropology, the
some 590 contracts we sent out
procedures. The visits have been
group
will spend five week in
In the art department, where
have been returned," he said,
financed by a grant from the the visitors described the faculty excavation and laboratory work at
"and we expect all or most of
Danforth Foundation to help as "professionally competent and the site. The rest of the time will
them to be returned signed."
strengthen the quality of decidedly varied," the committee be spent in a seven day, 1600 mile
"We were late in sending out
instruction and research here,
found the greatest problem to be camping-field trip to a variety of
contracts this year, but we have
The committee's reports are "the altogether too large number Indian ruins and present-day
been sending them out since the
confidential. But President Ferrel of major students as related to dwellings in the Southwest.
second week of May until about
Heady said each of the reports he staff." Additional faculty were
Living quarters for the group
ten days ago,"
has received has stressed the need recommended, especially at the while at the excavation site will be
The small wage hike was
for greater financial support from senior level. The additional staff in Tepee Village near the
included
in the 1969-1970 UNM
the state and the desirability of would permit the department to sandstone cliffs of Ghost Ranch,
budget
approved
by the Regents.
adding faculty members to reduce give closer supervision to young an educational center owned by
At
that
time,
Travelstead
voiced
faculty teaching loads and to teachers with responsibility for the Presbyterian church. The
concern
that
the
low
level
of
wage
avoid a too great reliance on introductory courses, an area the tepees are authentic replicas of
might
put
competing
increases
teaching assistants to meet the visitors felt needed attention.
plains' structures except for
universities in a better position to
needs of high enrollments.
cement floors and electric lights .
hire
away UNM faculty memhers.
In virtually all cases, the
UNM's faculty-student ratio of
The group will study the ruins
"Some
faculty members feel
21.2 - 1 is one of the highest in committees found that faculty at Sapawe to determine more
this
increase
will keep up with the
the nation.
salaries at the senior levels about the way of life developed
cost
of
living,"
he said, "and some
While improvements such as compared poorly with those at by the former inhabitants, dating
do
not.
We
must
realize that some
adding faculty and program other universities of comparable back to A.D. 1000.
faculty
members
like New Mexico
size.
Salaries
at
the
lower
ranks,
support based on increased state
despite
lower
salaries
and stay
appropriations have, in the main, however, are in the average range.
CHESTER TRAVELSTEAD
here
because
of
the
climate
and
been put off by the legislature,
Rhodes In london
lack of congestion."
The departments which already
several departments have effected have been visited included
year, we don't know yet if we will
Dr. John M. Rhodes, professor
recommended curricular and biology, music, economics,
get
it," he said.
""'
Comparison
Made
organizational changes, and some electrical engineering, health, of psychology at UNM will
In a nation-wide comparison of
have been able to add needed physical education, and present a paper during the July
Increase Predicted
27-Aug. 3 International Congress
faculty.
faculty salaries, UNM's average
recreation; home economics, art, of Psychology in London.
Last year a six per cent increase
salary of $12,960 was $2,000
As an example, Dr. Heady said chemistry, modem and classical
in
enrollment was predicted and it
He
will
spend
six
weeks
in
below
the
norm.
The
survey,
the department of health, physical languages, and the School of
Europe, leaving July 13, and will
taken in 1968·1969 by the increased only three per cent.
education, and recreation in the
Business and Administrative also lecture and visit laboratories
American Association of "Enrollment is leveling off at
College of Education has Sciences.
Individual
consultants
in
Belgium,
France,
Germany
and
University Professors, listed the UNM and this causes some
restructured itself to give each of financed by the grant also have
Italy.
highest
average salary at Harvard problems in financing of upper
the major areas more visited the offices of the
University as $19,800 and the division and graduate programs,"
Dr. Rhodes' paper is
identification and administrative president,
the Institute for Social
lowest at Pasadena College, he said.
leadership. The department also Research and Development, and "Telemetry EEG of Baboon Sleep
California,
as $8,535.
"While enrollment is still
in a Natural Environment
strengthened its graduate program public administration.
(Senegal): a Preliminary Report."
However, UNM's average salary climbing sharply, larger budget
for 1968-1969 was between $400 and faculty increases are being
and $2400 higher than that of made," said Travelstead. "Since it
other public New Mexico takes less money to educate in the
universities reviewed in that lower divisions, more leeway is
survey,
allowed in allotments in upper
division
and graduate programs."
"The dollar raise," said
Five
new
programs
Travelstead, "for each faculty approved by graduate
the
New
Mexico
member is determined by the
Board
of
Educational
Finance
wil(.
chairman of his department and
be
affected
by
the
tight
budget
the dean of his college on the
"on their timetable of
basis of performance."
development," said Travelstead,
The dean of each college is "and the extent in which they will
given a fraction of the total be put into effect."
aggregate increase, in other words
The problems are doctoral
4.5 per cent collectively for each degree studies in political science,
member of each department. "In romance languages, art history,
addition," said Travelstead, "a and masters degree programs in
small amount of money was given geography and public
to the colleges for promotional administration.
raises. They use the 4.5 per cent
"One of the basic difficulties in
as a guideline but the pay raises higher education in this state," he
may be more or less than the said, "is that we do not officially
actual figure. In tight years they recognize that different levels of
are reluctant to differentiate education require different
between percentage increases for amounts of money. A school such
each faculty member because as UNM with a 25 per cent
there is not so much money to graduate enrollment is hurt more
move around,"
by such a tight budget."
The wage increase applies to
faculty with the grade of
instructor and above, including.
deans of colleges. And the budget
allocation to the university of
$11,675,000 for faculty salaries
includes the hiring of ten
additional faculty members.

Summer

PICTURED: RON GIVENS, LOUIE THE LOBO, ETHEL SANDOVAL-Six men and women have been
selected as UNM cheerleaders for 1969-70. Steve Bass was selected head by ~ panel of facul~y and
administrative membl')rs who choose the group. Other members of the group are Kdeen Vandam, MIChelle
Henson, Kenneth Lee Mager, Ronald Givens, Ethel Sandoval, Linda Mitchell.' Michele Cornali, ~os~ Ann
Shubert Sam Johnson Austin Bruce Gunsel, and John Brown. The group will travel to the Umvers1ty of
Colorad~ national ch~erleaders clinic Aug. 21·25. They are also working on several money making
projects.

"However," said Travelstead,
"by the time we bring in faculty
members that have been on leave
or are working part·time in
research, the actual increase in
faculty will amount to two or
three people.
"The student-faculty ratio of
21.5 to one that we had this year
will probably not change much
next year. Although we projected
a five per cent increase in
enrollment for the next academic

Smoking
Notice

Faculty and students are
advised that the UNM faculty
reaffirmed in the spring of 1969 a
policy to prohibit smoking in
classrooms and teaching
laboratories, Your cooperation in
compliance with this policy will
be appreciated, Mimeograph
copies of this notice have been
sent to all members of the faculty.

